Abstract
Fecalomas are usually found in the colon or the rectum. In adult ages, jejunal giant fecaloma is a very rare condition. It has been thought that there should be any kind of chronic diseases leading to the occurrence of such fecalomas at the unexpected localizations. In this case, it was aimed to present a 50-year-old male patient with small bowel obstruction caused by jejunal giant fecalomas. There was previous gastrojejunoanastomosis with vagotomy as the peptic ulcer surgery 25 years ago. Jejunal resection was performed due to the presence of small necrotic areas on the affected segment caused by impacted jejunal fecaloma. Fecalomas may be considered as a differential diagnosis of small intestinal obstruction in a patient with previous peptic ulcer surgery.
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Introduction
Jejunal giant fecaloma is a very rare condition in adults. Fecalomas are usually found in the colon or the rectum. It has been thought that presence of chronic constipation, psychiatric diseases, Chagas or Hirschsprung’s disease may ease the development of such condition in these bowel segments. However, there has been limited number of cases in the literature reporting the occurrence of fecalomas beside the colon and the rectum [1,2].

Chronic constipation or intestinal obstruction is the main symptoms of the patients for their admission. Most fecalomas are treated successfully by conservative methods. If conservative methods are failed, surgical procedures can be used. Surgical techniques including removal of fecaloma via enterotomy or segmental resection of the bowel can be used based on intraoperative findings [1,2].

In this case, a 50-year-old male patient with small intestinal obstruction was treated via segmental resection of the jejunum due to the development of necrosis over the impacted jejunal fecaloma.

Case Report
A 50-year-old male patient was admitted to emergency service for nausea and vomiting for the last five days. It has been learned that there was severe diarrhea with colicky abdominal pain followed by obistipation. The patient had undergone bilateral truncal vagotomy and gastrojejunoanastomosis for complicated peptic ulcer disease almost 25 years ago. On physical examination, there was distention over the whole abdomen and tenderness on the right upper quadrant. Laboratory findings revealed leukocytosis (18000 /UL), increase in CRP (151 mg/L) and creatinine (4 mg/dL) levels. After intravenous hydration and nasogastric drainage, computed tomography without intravenous contrast agent was taken. At tomography, small intestinal obstruction at the proximal jejunal segments was detected. There was an increased wall thickness with inflammatory changes on the small intestinal segments at the right upper quadrant leading to fecalization of the small bowel loops (Figure 1).

Figure 1: CT image. Fecalization of small bowel loops and increased wall thickness of a segment of the small intestine with mesenteric inflammation (white arrow)
The maximum diameter of the jejunum was measured as 7cm. Due to the findings gathered by physical examination, biochemical and imaging techniques, laparotomy was planned. After adhesiolysis, dilated jejunal segments were seen. Extensive exploration revealed that proximal jejunal segments were obstructed by an intraluminal impacted hard mass leading to necrosis on that point (Figure 2).

Due to the development of necrosis and inability to move this impacted lesion, segmental resection of the jejunum with side-to-side anastomosis was performed. Opening of the diseased segment revealed that there was a giant ulcer cavity with necrotic areas (Figure 3) and one giant fecaloma measuring up to 7 cm in its largest dimension impacted on the jejunum. It was also detected one more fecaloma intraluminally (Figure 4). Both fecalomas were hard in consistency by manual examination.

The patient was discharged on 5th day without a complication. Pathological examination was unremarkable except the development of a benign chronic ulcer with reactive lymph nodes within the mesentery.

Written consent was taken from the patient.

Discussion

Fecalomas are extreme hardening of the feces due to malfunction of the digestive system. It is more likely to be seen on the left side of the colon because the content is stiffer. Although they are most commonly found in the colon and rectum, there are limited numbers of publications in which fecalomas are seen in other bowel segments. Chronic constipation, Hirschsprung's disease, Chagas disease and psychiatric disorders are among the leading causes. Colonic obstruction, urinary retention or intraabdominal mass due to fecalomas have been reported rarely as case reports. Additionally, there are two case reports in relation with intestinal obstruction due to jejunal and ileal fecalomas in the literature [1,2].

After peptic ulcer surgery and vagotomy, it has been known that the risk of bezoar formation increases. In the literature, there are case reports related to bezoar development, especially after gastric bypass surgery [3,4]. Acceleration of gastric emptying after gastric surgery and decreased gastric acid secretion due to vagotomy facilitate the passage of undigested foods to the intestines. This situation is thought to contribute to the formation of bezoar [5]. In this case, it has been believed that bilateral truncal vagotomy and gastrojejunostomy for benign gastric ulcer leads to fecaloma formation. However, the pathophysiological explanation for this case remains still obscure.

Although microscopic examination of the fecalomas after extraction wasn’t performed, they have been evaluated as fecalomas due to external appearance and hard structure in the present case.

Conservative methods have been reported as the main treatment modality for the conditions caused by fecalomas, surgery may be needed in selected cases due to their delayed or untreated presentations.

In the literature, it has been reported that the authors are able to extract the fecalomas located in the jejunum and the ileum via enterotomy in previous case reports [1, 2]. However, the fecaloma in the present case could not be extracted with enterotomy, because of small necrotic areas over the jejunum caused by fecal impaction. It has been thought that delayed presentation causes prolonged intestinal obstruction and increased intraluminal pressure, consequently small intestinal ischemia.

As a result, intestinal obstruction due to fecalomas in the small bowel is a very rare situation. In those cases with previous peptic ulcer surgery, it is better to be kept in mind...
that fecalomas may be the etiology of intestinal obstruction besides the bezoar development.
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